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38 Ravensbrück interviews

- Netherlands
  - VPRO Broadcasting company
  - Getuigenverhalen
    - 1 Dutch
    - 2 Dutch

- Germany
  - Video Archiv Ravensbrück
  - Filmer Loretta Walz
  - Multilingual
    - 7 German

- Ukraine and Poland
  - being explored

- Austria
  - Austrian Mediathek
  - Researchers Brigitte Halbmayr and Helga Amesberger
    - 7 German

- United States
  - Yale Fortunoff Video Archive
    - Flemish 1

- United States
  - Shoah Visual History Archive
    - 7 English

- United States
  - United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
    - 1 German
    - 8 English

- Italy
  - Siena University
  - Archive Anna Maria Bruzzone
    - 4 Italian

- Multilingual
The CRF OH CMDI profile


1. The CRF OH Landingpage for the Ravensbrück collections and its metadata

1. The CRF OH CMDI profile:
   - Information about CMDI (Component MetaData Infrastructure)
   - The CMDI component registry
   - Hierarchical metadata structure
   - Profile OralHistoryInterviewCRF derived from OralHistoryInterview
   - New components: CreationContext, DigitizationContext, FullTranscript
   - Extensive description of all components and elements provided via landingpage
The CRF OH CMDI metadata files

4. The CRF OH CMDI profile and the Comedi editor
   - Metadata for all interviews in the Ravensbruck OH resource family entered via: [https://clarino.uib.no/comedi/metadata-editor](https://clarino.uib.no/comedi/metadata-editor)

5. From Comedi to VLO
   - Download metadata records of all interviews from Comedi
   - Copy them with a selflink to our (CLST’s) OAI-PMH endpoint
   - For harvesting in [https://www.clarin.eu/content/virtual-language-observatory-vlo](https://www.clarin.eu/content/virtual-language-observatory-vlo)

6. All links to the CMDI metadata files will also be published on the CRF OH Landingpage